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Abstract. In this work, the curves of constant breadth according to Darboux frame
in the 3-dimensional Galilean Space are investigated. Firstly the curves of constant
breadth according to Darboux frame are determined then the differential equation of
the constant breadth curve with this frame is found. After that some special cases of
this differential equation are researched.
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1. Introduction

In 1780, Euler determined curves of constant breadth in the plane [13]. Constant
breadth curves are an important issue not only in geometry but also in engineering
sciences, especially, in cam designs [10]. Furthermore, the method related to the
curves of constant breadth for the kinematics of machinery is given by Reuleaux [6].
Fujiwara introduced constant breadth for space curves and surfaces [14] and Struik
made important publications on this subject [4]. After that in different spaces some
important papers are published, such that in Euclidean 3-space Kose expressed
some characterizations for space curves of constant breadth[16], Magden and Kose
extended these curves in Euclidean 4-space [1]. Then using different frame these
curves are researched in Euclidean space [3, 7, 8]. Characterizations for spacelike
curves of constant breadth in Minkowski 4-space are given by Kazaz et al. [15]. The
curve of constant breadth on the sphere studied by Blaschke [20]. The properties of
these curves in 3-dimensional Galilean space and pseudo-Galilean space are given
by Yoon and Unluturk et al., respectively [5, 21].

In the differential geometry especially theory of surfaces Darboux frame has
an important role, a Darboux frame is a natural moving frame constructed on a
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surface. It is the analog of the Frenet–Serret frame as applied to surface geometry.
After determination of this frame a lot of work have been done in different spaces
[3, 19].

In recent years, many researchers investigated the curves and surfaces in Galilean
space and thereafter psedou-Galilean space. Roshel studied the theory of the curves
in Galilean space [17]. After that a lot of works have been done by some authors in
these space [2, 9, 21]. In Galilean space a Darboux frame is defined as follows:

Definition 1.1. Let S be a surface in G3 and α be a curve on S. If T denotes the
unit tangent vector to α, n denotes the unit normal vector of S at the point α(x) of
α, and Q = n×G T denotes the tangential normal. Then {T,Q} is the basis for the
vectors tangent to S at α(x) and {T,Q, n} is the orthonormal basis for all vectors
at α(x) in G3. Thus there is a new frame at every point of a curve on a surface S in
G3 is constructed other than the Frenet-Serret frame. This frame is called Galilean
Darboux frame or tangent-normal frame [18].

Theorem 1.1. Let α : I ⊂ R −→ M ⊂ G3 be a unit speed curve and let T,Q, n
be the Darboux frame field of α with respect to M ,then





T

Q

n





′

=





0 κg κn
0 0 τg
0 −τg 0









T

Q

n



 .(1.1)

where κg, κn and τg are geodesic curvature, normal curvature and geodesic torsion,
respectively [18].

Also using the equation (1.1) the following relations are found,

κ2(x) = κ2g(x) + κ2n(x)(1.2)

τ(x) = −τg(x) +
κ′g(x)κn(x)− κg(x)κ

′

n(x)

κ2g(x) + κ2n(x)
(1.3)

where κ(x) and τ(x) are the curvature and torsion of α, respectively.

In this paper the curves of constant breadth according to Darboux frame in the
3-dimensional Galilean Space are researched. Then the curves of constant breadth
according to Darboux frame are expressed and the differential equation of the con-
stant breadth curve with this frame is obtained. After that some special cases of
this differential equation are found.

2. Preliminaries

The Galilean space G3 is a Cayley-Klein space equipped with the projective
metric of signature (0,0,+,+). The absolute figure of Galilean geometry consist of
an ordered triple {w, f, I}, where w is the ideal (absolute) plane, f is the line
(absolute line) in w and I is the fixed elliptic involution of points of f .
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Galilean scalar product can be written as

〈v1, v2〉 =

{

x1x2 , if x1 6= 0 ∨ x2 6= 0
y1y2 + z1z2 , if x1 = 0 ∧ x2 = 0

(2.1)

where v1 = (x1, y1, z1) and v2 = (x2, y2, z2). It leaves invariant the Galilean norm
of the vector v = (x, y, z) defined by

‖v‖ =

{

x , if x 6= 0
√

y2 + z2 , if x = 0
(2.2)

[17]. If a curve C of the class Cr(r > 3) is given by the parametrization

r = r (x, y (x) , z (x))(2.3)

then x is a Galilean invariant the arc length on C. The curvature and the torsion
are expressed by,

κ (x) =
√

y′′2 + z′′2,(2.4)

and

τ (x) =
1

κ2 (x)
det (r′ (x) , r′′ (x) , r′′′ (x)) .(2.5)

The orthonormal trihedron is defined as follows:

t (x) = (1, y′ (x) , z′ (x)) ,

n (x) =
1

κ (x)
(0, y′′ (x) , z′′ (x)) ,(2.6)

b (x) =
1

κ (x)
(0,−z′′ (x) , y′′ (x)) .

The vectors t, n, b are called the vectors of tangent, principal normal and binormal
line of, respectively. For their derivatives the following Frenet formulas hold

t′ (x) = κ (x)n (x)

n′ (x) = τ (x) b (x)(2.7)

b′ (x) = −τ (x)n (x)

[11]. For detailed information about the Galilean geometry we refer to [12, 17].

3. Curves of Constant Breadth According Darboux Frame in G3

Let X = ~X (s) be a simple closed curve in 3-dimensional Galilean space G3. These
curves will be denoted by (C). The normal plane at every point P on the curve
meets the curve at a single point R other than P . The point R is called the opposite
point of P . Considering a curve α which have parallel tangents ~T and ~T ∗ in opposite
points X and X∗ of the curve as in [14]. A simple closed curve of constant breadth
which have parallel tangents in opposite directions can be introduced by

X∗ (s∗) = X (s) +m1 (s)T (s) +m2 (s)Q (s) +m3 (s)n (s)(3.1)
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where T,Q, n denote the Darboux frame in 3-dimensional Galilean space G3. Dif-
ferentiating the equation (3.1) the following equation is obtained,

dX∗

ds
=
dX∗

ds∗
ds∗

ds
= T ∗

ds∗

ds
=

(

1 +
dm1

ds

)

T

+

(

dm2

ds
+m1κg −m3τg

)

Q(3.2)

+

(

dm3

ds
+m1κn +m2τg

)

n

where κg, κn and τg are geodesic curvature, normal curvature and geodesic torsion,
respectively. Since 〈T, T ∗〉 = −1, the following relations are found,

ds∗

ds
+
dm1

ds
+ 1 = 0,

dm2

ds
+m1κg −m3τg = 0,(3.3)

dm3

ds
+m1κn +m2τg = 0.

Assume that the angle between the tangents at the points X (s) and X (s+∆s)
with ∆φ. If we denote the vector T (s+∆s)− T (s) with ∆T , then lim∆s→0

∆T
∆s

=

lim∆s→0
∆φ

∆s
= dφ

ds
= κ. We called the angle of contingency to the angle ∆φ [4]. So

by using the equation dφ

ds
= κ, the equation (3.3) can be rewritten as follows:

dm1

dφ
= −f (φ) ,

dm2

dφ
= ρ (m3τg −m1κg) ,(3.4)

dm3

dφ
= ρ (−m1κn −m2τg) ,

where f (φ) = ρ + ρ∗ , ρ =
1

κ
and ρ∗ =

1

κ∗
denote the radius of curvatures at X

and X∗, respectively.

On the other hand, in differential geometry of surfaces for a curve α(s) lying on
a surface there are following cases
i. α is a geodesic curve ⇐⇒ κg = 0,
ii. α is a asymptotic line ⇐⇒ κn = 0,
iii. α is a principal line ⇐⇒ τg = 0,

So, considering equation (3.4) some special cases of constant breadth curve with
respect to Darboux frame are researched as follows:

Case 1.

Suppose that X be a geodesic curve (not straight line) on surface then κg = 0.
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Therefore using this statement and the equation (3.4) the following differential
equation system can be written,

m′

1 = −f (φ) ,

m′

2 = −ψm3,(3.5)

m′

3 = −m1 + ψm2.

where ψ =
τ

κ
. By using (3.5) the following differential equation is obtained,

m′′′

3 −
ψ′′

ψ′
m′′

3 + ψ2m′

3 +

[

−
ψ′′

ψ′
ψ2 + ψ′ψ +

(

ψ2
)′

]

m3

− f ′ (φ) +
ψ′′

ψ′
f (φ) = 0(3.6)

where ψ =
τ

κ
. Assuming that (X,X∗) pair of curve is constant breadth and using

the equation (2.2)

‖X∗ −X‖2 =

{

m2
1 = constant m1 6= 0

m2
2 +m2

3 = constant m1 = 0

is obtained. Hence, the following relations are found,

m1

dm1

dφ
= 0,(3.7)

m2

dm2

dφ
+m3

dm3

dφ
= 0,(3.8)

where m1 6= 0 and m1 = 0, respectively. By considering system (3.5),(3.7) and (3.8)
the following two equations are gotten,

m1f (φ) = 0,(3.9)

m1m3 = 0,(3.10)

where m1 6= 0 and m1 = 0, respectively. Then, these situations can be considered
with some subcases.

Case 1.1. The case of m1f (φ) = 0 and m1 = constant = l 6= 0. In this case
since m1 6= 0, it is seen that f (φ) = 0. So assume that the curve X is a general
helix that is ψ = k = constant and substituting the f (φ) = 0 in the equation (3.6)

m′′′

3 + k2m′

3 = 0.(3.11)

is found. By solving this equation, m2 and m3 are obtained as follows:

m3 = c1 cos kφ+ c2 sin kφ+ c3(3.12)
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and

m2 = −c1 sin kφ+ c2 cos kφ+ c3φ+ c4(3.13)

where c1, c2, c3, c4 are real constants.

Case 1.2. The case of m1m3 = 0 and m1 = 0. In this case since m1 = 0, it is
seen that m3 = 0 or m3 6= 0. If m1 = 0 and m3 = 0 then m2 = 0, so the curves X
and X∗ coincide. On the other hand if m1 = 0 and m3 6= 0 and if suppose that the
curve X is a general helix that is ψ = k = constant and considering this situation
in the equation (3.6)

m′′′

3 + k2m′

3 = 0.(3.14)

is obtained. By solving this equation

m3 = c1 cos kφ+ c2 sin kφ+ c3(3.15)

and

m2 = −c1 sin kφ+ c2 cos kφ+ c3φ+ c4(3.16)

are found, where c1, c2, c3, c4 are real constants. Therefore the following theorem
can be given:

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that X(s) is a geodesic curve, is a general helix and
(X,X∗) be a pair of constant curve. Then the curve X∗ (s∗) can be expressed as
follows
i. If m1 = constant = l 6= 0

X∗ (s∗) = X (s) +m1T (s) +m2Q (s) +m3n (s)(3.17)

where

m1 = l = constant,

m2 = −c1 sin kφ+ c2 cos kφ+ c3φ+ c4,

m3 = c1 cos kφ+ c2 sinkφ+ c3.

ii. If m1 = 0

X∗ (s∗) = X (s) +m1T (s) +m2Q (s) +m3n (s)(3.18)

where

m1 = 0,

m2 = −c1 sin kφ+ c2 cos kφ+ c3φ+ c4,

m3 = c1 cos kφ+ c2 sinkφ+ c3.
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Case 2.

Suppose that X be a asymptotic line (not straight line) on surface then κn = 0.
Therefore using this statement and the equation (3.4) the following differential
equation system can be written,

m′

1 = −f (φ) ,

m′

2 = −ψm3 −m1,(3.19)

m′

3 = ψm2.

where ψ =
τ

κ
. By using (3.19) the following equation is obtained,

m′′′

2 −
ψ′′

ψ′
m′′

2 + ψ2m′

2 +

[

−
ψ′′

ψ′
ψ2 + ψ′ψ +

(

ψ2
)′

]

m2

− f ′ (φ) +
ψ′′

ψ′
f (φ) = 0(3.20)

Suppose that (X,X∗) pair of curve is constant breadth, then using the equation
(2.2) the following statement can be expressed,

‖X∗ −X‖2 =

{

m2
1 = constant m1 6= 0

m2
2 +m2

3 = constant m1 = 0

Hence,

m1

dm1

dφ
= 0,(3.21)

m2

dm2

dφ
+m3

dm3

dφ
= 0,(3.22)

are found, where m1 6= 0 and m1 = 0, respectively. By considering the system
(3.19),(3.21) and (3.22) the following two equations are obtained,

m1f (φ) = 0,(3.23)

m1m2 = 0,(3.24)

where m1 6= 0 and m1 = 0, respectively. Then, these situations can be considered
with some subcases.

Case 2.1. The case of m1f (φ) = 0 and m1 = constant = l 6= 0. In this case
since m1 6= 0, it is seen that f (φ) = 0. So assume that the curve X is a general
helix that is ψ = k = constant and substituting the f (φ) = 0 in the equation (3.20)

m′′′

2 + k2m′

2 = 0.(3.25)

is found. By solving the above equation

m2 = c1 cos kφ+ c2 sin kφ+ c3(3.26)
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and

m3 = c1 sinkφ− c2 cos kφ+ c3φ+ c4(3.27)

are obtained, where c1, c2, c3, c4 are real constants.

Case 2.2. The case of m1m2 = 0 and m1 = 0. In this case since m1 = 0, it is
seen that m2 = 0 or m2 6= 0. If m1 = 0 and m2 = 0 then m3 = 0, so the curves X
and X∗ coincide. On the other hand if m1 = 0 and m2 6= 0 and if suppose that the
curve X is a general helix that is ψ = k = constant and considering this situation
in the equation (3.20) the following equation is obtained,

m′′′

2 + k2m′

3 = 0.(3.28)

By solving this equation

m2 = c1 cos kφ+ c2 sin kφ+ c3(3.29)

and

m3 = c1 sinkφ− c2 cos kφ+ c3φ+ c4(3.30)

are found, where c1, c2, c3, c4 are real constants. Therefore the following theorem
can be given:

Theorem 3.2. Let X be a asymptotic line, is a general helix and suppose that
(X,X∗) be a pair of constant curve. Then the curve X∗ (s∗) can be expressed as
follows
i. If m1 = constant = l 6= 0

X∗ (s∗) = X (s) +m1T (s) +m2Q (s) +m3n (s)(3.31)

where

m1 = l = constant,

m2 = c1 cos kφ+ c2 sin kφ+ c3,

m3 = c1 sin kφ− c2 cos kφ+ c3φ+ c4.

ii. If m1 = 0

X∗ (s∗) = X (s) +m1T (s) +m2Q (s) +m3n (s)(3.32)

where

m1 = 0,

m2 = c1 cos kφ+ c2 sin kφ+ c3,

m3 = c1 sin kφ− c2 cos kφ+ c3φ+ c4.
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Case 3.

Suppose that X be a principal line (not straight line) on surface then τg = 0.
Therefore using this statement and the equation (3.4) the following differential
equation system can be written,

m′

1 = −f (φ) ,

m′

2 = −m1 cosφ,(3.33)

m′

3 = −m1 sinφ.

Suppose that (X,X∗) pair of curve is constant breadth, then using the equation
(2.2)

‖X∗ −X‖
2
=

{

m2
1 = constant m1 6= 0

m2
2 +m2

3 = constant m1 = 0

is obtained. Thereafter the following two equations can be expressed

m1

dm1

dφ
= 0,(3.34)

m2

dm2

dφ
+m3

dm3

dφ
= 0,(3.35)

where m1 6= 0 and m1 = 0, respectively. By considering system (3.33),(3.34) and
(3.35) the following two equations are found,

m1f (φ) = 0,(3.36)

m1m2 = 0,(3.37)

where m1 6= 0 and m1 = 0, respectively. So, these situations can be considered with
some subcases.

Case 3.1. The case of m1f (φ) = 0 and m1 = constant = l 6= 0. In this case
since m1 6= 0, it is seen that f (φ) = 0. So,

m2 = −l sinφ+ c1(3.38)

and

m3 = l cosφ+ c2(3.39)

are found, where c1, c2 are real constants.

Case 3.2. The case of m1 = 0. In this case since m1 = 0, it is seen that m′

2 = 0
and m′

3 = 0. So m2 = a = constant and m3 = b = constant are obtained.
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Theorem 3.3. Let X is a principal line and (X,X∗) be a pair of constant curve.
Then the curve X∗ (s∗) can be expressed as follows:
i. If m1 = 0,

X∗ (s∗) = X (s) + a (s)Q (s) + b (s)n (s)(3.40)

where a, b are real constants.
ii. If m1 6= 0,

X∗ (s∗) = X (s) + lT + (−l sinφ+ c1)Q (s) + (l cosφ+ c2)n (s)(3.41)

where l is real constants.
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